
Bosch Premium Oil Filters...The smart choice

Bosch filters are designed to fit your engine's 
specific application. They fit better, perform 
better and offer more protection for your  
engine than other filter brands. Bosch filters 
meet or exceed all OEM warranty requirements 
and will continue to perform for the specified 
change interval. 

Bosch
Filter Technology

Features Benefits

OE Fit Proper Fit 

A Bosch Premium Oil Filter will fit and 

stay on the vehicle the same way as 

the original filter that is put on during 

car production.

99% 

Efficiency*

Traps small engine-damaging particles 

A high glass content is woven into 

the blended media, providing greater 

efficiency and strength.

14 gram* 

capacity

Holds on to engine-damaging particles

Premium filtration media has the 

capacity to hold up to 14 grams of 

dirt* from entering the engine.

Bosch Premium Oil Filters

Premium
Oil Filters

*Based on ISO 4548-12 at 20 microns on 3500



Environmentally friendly 
metal-free cartridge filters

Original equipment style 
canister filters

Extensive coverage of 
domestic and import 
spin-on filters

The Ultimate in engine protection
Premium engine performance requires a premium oil filter. Bosch Premium Oil Filters protect 

your engine by keeping harmful particles and dirt out, preventing premature wear and engine 

failure. Premium oil filters not only fit the same way as original OE filters, they utilize an exclusive 

blend of natural and synthetic materials in the media for superior oil filtration and increased  

engine protection. At manufactured specified replacement intervals, Bosch Premium Oil Filters 

will maintain high performance and prolong the life of your engine, avoiding costly repairs.
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Feature Function

Metal spiral-wound center tube Reinforces internal strength for durability.

End caps
Prevent trapped contaminants from reaching  
your engine.

Premium media Media blend provides 99%* filtration efficiency.

Silicone anti-drain back valve Protects against dry starts and doesn’t dry out.

Relief valve Prevents oil restriction and ensures proper oil flow.

Nitrile sealing gasket Lubricated gasket for long life.

BOSCH OIL FILTERS REPLACEMENT OIL FILTERS

http://www.carid.com/bosch/
http://www.carid.com/replacement-oil-filters.html

